SAT Strategic Advisors for Transformation AG announces the adoption of the Gurobi Optimizer to help
provide their clients with the best possible optimization applications.
SAT Strategic Advisors for Transformation AG, based in Freiburg, Germany, is pleased to announce their
adoption of the Gurobi Optimizer for use in building optimization solutions for their customers.
“Beyond our own experience with Gurobi’s advanced algorithms and full-range of APIs, many published
benchmarks and studies show Gurobi is the most technically advanced Mathematical Programming solver
available,” said Dr. Thomas Arzt, CEO of SAT AG. “Gurobi’s focus on continual improvement is important
since we focus on delivering the best performing optimization solutions possible, now and over time, for our
clients.”
“Of course, performance wasn’t the only reason we chose Gurobi. Keeping projects on-time and on-budget is
something we pride ourselves on. As a result, good documentation and direct access to support staffed by
Gurobi optimization experts played as big a role in our decision.”
This relationship further expands the number of ISVs world-wide adopting the Gurobi Optimizer to help them
meet the needs of their clients. “ISVs such as SAT AG are a critical part of our business,” said Dr. Robert
Bixby, CEO and co-founder of Gurobi Optimization, Inc. “That is why our ISV program offers flexible
licensing and great support tailored to the needs of companies like SAT AG. In addition, we make a point of not
building applications that compete with those of our ISVs; we’re a partner, not a competitor, and are very
pleased that SAT AG has chosen to switch to the Gurobi Optimizer.”
About SAT AG
SAT Strategic Advisors for Transformation AG (www.sat-ag.com), headquartered in Freiburg, Germany, is a
worldwide operating simulation and optimization consulting company dedicated to "Simulation-based
Complexity Management" and the systematic application of Discrete Event Simulation, System Dynamics,
Agent-Based Modeling, and leading edge Optimization Techniques. SAT Strategic Advisors for Transformation
AG, being recognized as the leading simulation company in Germany, was founded by Dr. Thomas Arzt, who
has over 30 years of experience in simulation and optimization.
About Gurobi Optimization, Inc.
Gurobi (http://www.gurobi.com) is in the business of helping companies solve their hardest problems by
providing the best optimization solver possible, outstanding support, and no surprises pricing. The Gurobi
Optimizer is a state-of-the-art solver for linear programming (LP), quadratic programming (QP), quadratically
constrained programming (QCP), mixed-integer linear programming (MILP), mixed-integer quadratic
programming (MIQP), and mixed-integer quadratically constrained programming (MIQCP). It was designed
from the ground up to exploit modern architectures and multi-core processors, using the most advanced
implementations of the latest algorithms. Founded in 2008, Gurobi Optimization is based in Houston, TX (+1
713 871 9341) with its European office located in Germany (+49 6172 / 944 713 0).

